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Assessment
Psychologists assess unobserved 
constructs by asking individuals to 
respond to items
◦ Scales are our microscopes 
◦ Construct manifested via response 

patterns

Many applications
◦ College entrance exams/certifications
◦ Patient-reported outcomes
◦ Hiring process
◦ Basic research
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A Substantive Problem
NIH Science of Behavior Change grant (~2017)
◦ Dartmouth, Stanford, Arizona State
◦ Over 500 items to measure self-regulation 

Less items…
◦ Positives: save time/energy, higher 

response rates, and data quality
◦ Negatives: less reliable scores and construct 

misrepresentation

How do we select fewer items? 
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Fewer Items? 

“Oh, develop a short scale. It’s a psychometric problem!”
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“Oh, develop a short scale. It’s a psychometric problem!”

“Oh, it's a feature selection task. It’s a machine learning problem!”

Fewer Items? 



Main Point of the Talk
Measures can be constructed from two perspectives, but the 
properties of the measure will differ
Psychometrics
◦ Properties: interpretation + reliability
◦ Items selected to maximize score precision

Machine Learning
◦ Properties: prediction
◦ Items selected in relation to an internal/external outcome
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Taxonomy for Item Selection Methods
Static Short-form: A fixed set of items are administered to everyone

Tailored Testing: Items administered to participants are conditional on 
their previous responses
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Static Short-form Tailored Testing

Psychometrics Item Response Theory Computerized Adaptive Testing



Taxonomy for Item Selection Methods
Static Short-form: A fixed set of items are administered to everyone

Tailored Testing: Items administered to participants are conditional on 
their previous responses
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Static Short-form Tailored Testing

Psychometrics Item Response Theory Computerized Adaptive Testing

Machine Learning Genetic Algorithm Classification and Regression Trees



Short Self-Regulation Questionnaire (SSRQ)
31 items with 5 categories (strongly disagree–strongly agree)
Sample: 522 Mturk participants (52% women, 83% white) 
Sample items: 
◦ I give up quickly
◦ I have a hard time setting goals for myself
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Short Self-Regulation Questionnaire (SSRQ)
31 items with 5 categories (strongly disagree–strongly agree)
Sample: 522 Mturk participants (52% women, 83% white) 
Sample items: 
◦ I give up quickly
◦ I have a hard time setting goals for myself

For illustration, remove items with LD
◦ Keep 20 items, α=.93
◦ χ2(170) = 464.207, p<.001, CFI = .992, RMSEA = .066
◦ Results are similar without this step 
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Genetic Algorithm (GA) for Short-forms
Solve combinatorial problems with 
evolutionary principles 
◦ If i=20, then +1,000,000 short-forms

Goal: predict sum score with the least 
number of items 
◦ Regress total score on item responses 
◦ Define a fit function that balances R2 and 

form length
◦ Explore solutions via GA

𝐺𝐴!"#$% = 6.81 + 2.16𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑞& +
1.83𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑞' + …
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Use Best Short-form 
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fit function

Keep the k best
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Trees for Tailored Testing
Nonparametric regression method 
for prediction
Binary recursive partitioning
◦ Find clusters of cases similar on the 

outcome
◦ Conditional inference trees

Proxy for a tailored test
◦ Take a different branch depending on 

your response 
◦ Leaves – predicted summed score
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54.62 69.86
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Example with the SSRQ

IRT short-form: 8 items; CAT: 9 items; GA short form: 8 items; Tree tailored test: 3-10 items
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Example with the SSRQ
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IRT short-form: 8 items; CAT: 9 items; GA short form: 8 items; Tree tailored test: 3-10 items



Example with the SSRQ
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IRT short-form: 8 items; CAT: 9 items; GA short form: 8 items; Tree tailored test: 3-10 items



Example with the SSRQ
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a is for correlations
different between 
full scale score + 
reduced scale score

IRT short-form: 8 items; CAT: 9 items; GA short form: 8 items; Tree tailored test: 3-10 items



Conclusions + other findings
Machine learning methods could be used as viable alternatives to 
psychometrics to reduce the length of scales
Select items in reference to an outcome…
◦ … but what if we change the outcome…

Simulation work on model stability
◦ GA selects different items across bootstrap samples – not very stable
◦ First split in trees might change across bootstrap samples – not very stable 
◦ Prediction variability decreases with sample size
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What about screening measures?
Used in psychology and medicine to select 
respondents (e.g., CES-D, AQ10)
Psychometrics
◦ Score items and find a cutpoint to classify

Machine Learning:
◦ Predict the diagnosis from item responses  

Do these methods have similar sensitivity and 
specificity?
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Random Forest for Classification
Random Forest (RF)
◦ Classification accuracy increased as 

the number of items, number of item 
categories, and prevalence increased

Simulation work showed that 
sensitivity and specificity for item
response models and RF is similar
◦ Most important predictor: diagnosis-

test correlation
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Psychometrics and Machine Learning
Machine Learning can have an important role in test construction
◦ Reduce the length of scales to predict sum scores
◦ Comparable prediction accuracy in screening applications

So… when do you want to do this? 
◦ You want a measure that predicts a specific outcome
◦ Higher reliability helps prediction in general, but not to predict a specific 

outcome
◦ Alternative when psychometric assumptions are violated(?)

When do you not want to do this?
◦ Reliable and interpretable scores are of interest
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